

**Inclusion/Diversity (e.g., sexual orientation, race, gender)**

15  SIOP Select: WHAT Is Inclusion? Its Past, Present, and Future, Lone Star Salon D, 10:30AM
59  Science-Based Advocacy to Minimize Discrimination or Harassment, JW Grand Salon 2, 11:30AM
101 Ye of Any and No Faith: Exploring Faith Identity Management in the Workplace, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 12:00PM
102 SIOP Select: WHOSE Diversity Is Still Not Included?, Lone Star Salon D, 12:00PM
139 Attacking on All Fronts: Examining the Stages of Military Veteran Transition, 408-409, 1:00PM
155 SIOP Select: HOW to Foster Inclusion—Best Practices for People & Organizations, Lone Star Salon D, 1:30PM
206 Toward Building a Better Understanding of Female Leaders, Lone Star Salon G, 2:00PM
224 SIOP Select: WHY Should We Care? Making the Case for Inclusion, Lone Star Salon D, 3:30PM
260 Understanding the Past, Present, and Future of LGBTQ Research, 201-202, 4:30PM
272 Soldier or Civilian? Military Veteran Identity and the Transition Process, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 4:30PM
276 SIOP Select: WHERE Are We Going? Future Directions in Diversity and Inclusion, Lone Star Salon D, 4:30PM
315 Examining the Role of Gender in Scholarly Collaborations in I-O Psychologists, JW Foyer, 6:00PM
327 LGBTQ+ at the Work/Life Interface: A Multidisciplinary Multimethod Examination, 502-503, 8:00AM
329 Where Are the Men? Bringing Men Into the Mix to Push for Workplace Gender Equality, JW Grand Salon 1, 8:00AM
342 Diamond in the Rough? Neurodiversity Inclusion in Practice, Lone Star Salon G, 8:00AM
384 Breadcrumbs in the Maze: Unlocking Access to Leadership for Women, JW Grand Salon 1, 10:00AM
392 Bringing Indigenous Voices to Industrial Organizational Psychology, Lone Star Salon B, 10:00AM
406 Double Jeopardy? Gender Safety Cues and Asian American and White Women, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
407 Do Gender and Sexual Orientation Stereotypes Differentially Impact Job Applicants, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
412 HIV+ Workers Facing Stigma: The Roles of Negative Affect and CD4 Count, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
413 Encouraging Women to Identify With Male Exemplars in STEM and Non-STEM Organizations, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
415 A Multilevel Process Model of Research on Fatherhood and Impression Management, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 10:30AM
416 Improving Third-Party Reactions Toward Preferential Treatment Affirmative Actions, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
417 Why Did They Stay? The Impact of Race-Based Discrimination on Work-Related Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
420 Opt-Out Choice Framing Attenuates Gender Differences in the Decision to Compete, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
421 Climate of Inclusion: A Necessary Ingredient for A Successful Diversity Climate?, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
424 Intergroup Contact and Islamophobia: Psychological Threat and Religious Identity as M, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
425 How Positive Attitudes Toward Asians Impact Perceptions of Subtle Microaggressions, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
426 A Taxonomy of Challenging Cross-Cultural Situations in the Workplace, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
427 Why Do You Need an Accommodation?: Controllability and Fairness Perceptions, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
428 The Effects of Income Mobility on Personal Control and Leadership Attainment, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
429 An Intersectional Approach to Ambivalent Sexism, Race, Sexuality, and Self-Esteem, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
430 Women-Exclusive Professional Development Programs Cause Inadvertent Backlash, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
431 Blocked by the Bamboo Ceiling? Meta-Analysis of Asian-Americans’ Perceived Leadership, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
432 Organizational Identification: A Mechanism for Organizational Transformation?, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
433 Psychological Ownership and Decent Work: A Multivariate Study, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
441 Issues of Veterans in Non-Military Organizations, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
443 Creating a Diverse and Inclusive Workplace: An Exercise in Collective Wisdom, JW Grand Salon 3, 11:00AM
445 Contemporary Barriers to the Recruitment and Inclusion of Persons With Disabilities, Lone Star Salon B, 11:00AM
454 Cultivating an Inclusive and Diverse SIOP: Interrogating the Status Quo, 402-403, 12:30PM
462 Diversity and Inclusion in Action: Approaches to IGNITE Inclusive Workplaces, JW Grand Salon 5, 12:30PM
507 Thinking Outside the Box: I-Os Improving Employment for Neurodiverse Individuals, 402-403, 1:00PM
518 Extending Intersections: Emerging Themes in Organizational Intersectionality Research, Lone Star Salon A, 1:30PM
525 Neurodiversity and Inclusion in the Workplace, 408-409, 3:00PM
572 Why Do Gender and Undoing Stereotypes: Persistent Issues in Gender Expression at Work, Lone Star Salon B, 3:00PM
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573 Talking Taboos: Stigmatized Topics in I-O Research, Lone Star Salon C, 3:00PM
650 Building Allied Organizations: Concrete Strategies for Engaging Employees in Allyship, Brazos, 4:30PM
569 Creating a Neurodiverse Workplace: Issues in Recruiting and Hiring, Lone Star Salon B, 4:30PM
562 Getting Action on Inclusion: Insights From Organizational Surveys and Analytics, Lone Star Salon E, 4:30PM
711 Research Incubator: The Future of Stigma Identity Management Research, Lone Star Salon B, 8:00AM
717 Talent Retention in the Future of Work: How Inclusion of People of Color Is the Key, Lone Star Salon H, 8:00AM
750 Bolstering Inclusion: Why Difficult Conversations and Storytelling Matter, 203-204, 10:00AM
759 Allyship: What Works and What Doesn't, JW Grand Salon 5, 10:00AM
760 Is Diversity Possible When the Human Is Removed From HR? A Multidisciplinary Panel, JW Grand Salon 6, 10:00AM
813 Confronting Stigma Among LGBT Workers: New Developments in Stigmatization at Work, JW Grand Salon 6, 11:30AM
718 Show and Tell: Generating Solutions in Combating Workplace Sexual Harassment, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 11:30AM
854 Best Practice Recommendations for Conducting Research With Stigmatized Populations, 203-204, 12:30PM
708 The State of the Art and Future Horizons for Diversity and Inclusion, JW Grand Salon 2, 12:30PM
870 The Inclusion Imperative: Leveraging Women's Leadership Potential, Lone Star Salon F, 12:30PM
967 #TimesUp: How Men Around the World #StepUpAtWork, Lone Star Salon A, 3:00PM
970 Interaction of Emotional Self-Regulation and Egalitarianism With Bigotry, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
971 Validation of the Gender Privilege SJT (GPSJT), a Measure of Gender Privilege, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
972 The Interaction of the Compensation Effect and Benevolent Sexism on Hiring Decisions, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
973 Mental Illness Disclosure: Predicting (Un)Supportive Responses, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
974 Perceived Pay Equity Predicts Important Employer-Valued Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
975 Manifestation and Suppression of Concealable Stigma, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
976 Reactions to Selection Processes Involving Diversity Statements, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
977 Burden of Stigma and Identity Management: Impact on Police Officers’ Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
978 The Toll of Recurring Sexism in the Workplace: A Self-Regulatory Perspective, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
979 Visualizing the Intellectual Structure and Emerging Trends of Diversity Research, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
980 Masculinity and Attractiveness in Hiring: An Eye-Tracking Approach to Gender Bias, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
981 Diversity Skills: Why Mixed-Gender Coalitions Best Advocate Gender Equity at Work, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
982 Intersectional Stereotypes: An Examination of Race, Gender, and Occupations, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
983 Stereotype Endorsement and Female Dues: Gender-Specific Undermining in Groups, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
984 Colorism in the Workplace: Intergroup and Intragroup Discrimination, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
985 Cyber Sexual Harassment: A New Conceptualization of an Old Problem, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
986 The Inclusive Leadership Questionnaire: Development of a Theory-Based Measure, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
987 A Psychological Needs Framework for Refugee Integration in the Workplace, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
988 Assessing the Relative Impacts of Multilevel Organizational Connections on Inclusion, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
989 Representation and Work Stress Among Women of Color: Challenges of Intersectionality, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
990 Racial Differences in the Effect of Diversity Climate on Emotional Exhaustion, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
991 Where’s the “I-O” in Bias? A Field Study of Racial Bias in Policing, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
992 Does It Matter Who Is Harassed? Third-Party Anger/Reactions to Workplace Harassment, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
993 Dismantling the Racial Hierarchal: Measuring Learning and Reactions to White Privilege, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
994 Influence of Leader Identity on Psychological Climate Diversity Perceptions, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
995 Development and Validation of the Benevolent Sexism in the Workplace Scale, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
996 Examining Reactions to Inclusive Religious Events at Work, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
997 Gender Differences in Productivity and Compensation of Academics, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
998 Positive Stereotypical Expectations: Performance Boosts or Performance Decrements?, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
999 Applicant Perceptions of Diversity Climate and Organizational Attractiveness, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
1000 The Role Inclusion Has on Applicant Reactions; Organizational Trust as a Mediator, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM
1001 The Effects of Emotional Labor on Diversity and Inclusion Professionals, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM

Innovation/Creativity

227 Shape of the Future of Work: Visionary Grants Finals, Lone Star Salon G, 3:30PM
228 Balancing Between Action and State Orientation Enables Creativity Under Low Autonomy, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
229 Do-It-Yourself Workplace Creativity: Job Crafting Supplements Creative Personality, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
230 Employee’s Job Crafting Behavior and Creativity: Influence of Supervisor Support, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
231 Investigating the Link Between Adult Attachment and Innovative Work Behavior, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
232 I-Deals and Creative Deviance: The Role of Psychological Entitlement, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
233 Fair-Weather Folks or Team Players? Rejected Ideas, Fairness, and Idea Implementation, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
234 Effect of Time Pressure on Creative Performance: Role of Creative Self-Efficacy, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
235 Contrasts of the Effects of Anger and Anxiety on Idea Generation and Idea Evaluation, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
236 The Role of Time for Creativity: Expanding the Lens in Creativity Research, 502-503, 10:00AM
237 Organizational Transformation: Critical Levers for Driving Change, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
238 Talent Hackathon: Crowdsourcing Solutions for Fickle Organizational Issues, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 10:00AM
239 Question Time: What Advice Can I-O Psychology Researchers Give to Entrepreneurs?, Lone Star Salon G, 12:30PM
240 Designing the Perfect Report: Concise Storytelling From Big Data, Lone Star Salon F, 1:30PM

Job Analysis/Job Design/Competency Modeling

614 Booming Practice or Bust? Use and Development of Competency Models in Organizations, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
615 Individual Attributes That Contribute to Career Success in the US Submarine Force, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM

172 Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Job Attitudes/Engagement

6 Insights on Multilevel Trust in Organizations From a SIOP Frontiers Series Volume, 502-503, 10:30AM
190 Work Hard, Play Hard: Creating, Measuring, and Sustaining Fun in the Workplace, 203-204, 2:00PM
523 Employee Engagement: On the Bill, but No Longer the Star of the Show, Lone Star Salon F, 1:30PM
657 What's the Deal With Employee Experience? How to Deliver on Your Promises, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 4:30PM
822 Belief in God and Job Satisfaction: A Meta-Analytic Study, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
823 The Outcomes of Union Commitment: A Facet-Level, Meta-Analytic Investigation, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
A 14-Year Analysis of Unit-Level Job Satisfaction/Employee Engagement Score Stability, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
831 What Happens to Job Satisfaction Trajectory Under Normal and Intervention Conditions?, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
When Reputations Collide: Benefits and Drawbacks of Person–Group Reputational Misfit, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
How Can We Reduce Burnout Among Mental Health Professionals?, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Cultivating a Mindful Workforce: Is Mindfulness Training Enough?, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Do Cultivating Midwives Accumulate More Work Resources? A New Zealand-Based Study, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Conflict Management Styles: Exploring Links With Negative Mood Regulation and Burnout, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Psychological Capital's Role in Work–School Facilitation/Conflict on Study Engagement, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
How Psychological Ownership Creates Paternalistic Leaders Across Cultures, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
The Effect of Managers' Psychological Ownership on Organizational Performance, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
The Influence of Engagement and Burnout on Job Performance and Turnover Intentions, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Assessing Attitudes Toward Overqualification, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
To Be or Not to Be (Sleep Deprived): Classifying Growth Patterns of Insomnia, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Relation Between Trust Attitudes and Behavioral Intentions to Trust, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Benefits of Upward Perceived Support: The Roles of Gratitude and Indebtedness, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Happy Work, Happy Life? Constructive Replication Assessing the Longitudinal Relation, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Workplace Ostracism Undermines Job Engagement, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Entrepreneurial Goal Progress Under Uncertainty: The Role of Flexible Goal Adjustment, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
Advances in Employee Voice: Inspiring Change, Network Influences, and Team Faultlines, Lone Star Salon B, 12:30PM
Cutting Edge Approaches to Studying Trust in Organizations, 201-202, 1:30PM

Job Performance/Citizenship Behavior

319 Investigation of Compulsory Citizenship Behavior in the OCB Nomological Network, JW Foyer, 6:00PM
330 Working and Aging: New Insights Into Behavior, Experience, and Performance, JW Grand Salon 2, 8:00AM
378 All Work, All Play: Examining Play and Gamification Across Levels of the Organization, 201-202, 10:00AM
537 A Moderated Mediation Examination of Workplace Isolation, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
358 Job Performance: Comparing Differences Among the Self- and Organizationally Employed, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
359 A New Hope: The Light Side of Helping Prevails, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
540 Using Latent Personality Profiles to Improve Prediction of OCB, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
541 A Social Network View of Advice Exchange and Job Performance Similarity, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
542 Perception of OCB Engagement: Does Anyone Differentiate it From Task Performance?, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
543 Sleep on Helping Through Positive Affect: Moderating Role of Recovery, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
544 Manager's Negative Affectivity and Employees' OCBs, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
545 Helping Type, Hostile Attribution Bias, and State Self-Esteem at the Daily Level, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
546 Forced Citizenship and Broken Contracts Lead to Counterproductive Work Behavior, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
547 Meta-Analytic Examination of OCB Self–Observer Convergence for Specific Indicators, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
548 Observers in Sexual Harassment: Factors Related to Intervention, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
549 When Minorities Get Their Voice: The Role of Formal Position and Network Centrality, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
550 Sustaining Proactive Behavior in the Face of Situational Constraints, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
551 Employee Happiness: Why We Should Care, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
552 Toward a Model of Optimal Performance at Work: Fostering Flow, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
553 Context Matters: Moderators of the Effect of Neuroticism on Adaptive Performance, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
554 What Are We Measuring? Comparison Between Two Measures of Job Crafting, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
### Leadership

1. Opening Plenary, JW Grand Salon 5, 8:30AM
2. The Role of Congruence in Follower Schemas, 408-409, 11:30AM
4. Conducting Your Psychological Due Diligence: I-Os Providing Value for Private Equity, Lone Star Salon B, 3:30PM
6. A Meta-Analytic Approach to Exploring the Maximizing and Well-Being Relationship, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM

### Judgment/Decision Making

1. The Effects of Mindset and Sensory Processing Sensitivity on Ethical Decision Making, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
2. Who Chooses Whom? Conceptualizing Informal Job Search as a Self-Regulated Process, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
3. The Effects of Mindset and Sensory Processing Sensitivity on Ethical Decision Making, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
4. A Meta-Analytic Approach to Exploring the Maximizing and Well-Being Relationship, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM

### Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology

- **Austin, TX**
- **2020 SIOP Conference**
- **TOPIC INDEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>Who Is Better and Who Is Best? What Differentiates Stars From the Rest, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>556</td>
<td>Testing and Extending the Theory of Purposeful Work Behavior With High-Performance, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557</td>
<td>Social Networks as Antecedents of Identification and Citizenship, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>959</td>
<td>Hidden and Contingent Consequences of Employees Who Stand Out, 402-403, 3:00PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPIC INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607 Sophistication Can Be More Stressful: Subordinates Under Abusive Leaders, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608 The Gratitude Effect: Shaping LMX Through Subordinate Perceptions, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609 Skip-Level Participation and Helping Behavior: The Role of Leader–Leader Exchange, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610 Effects of Leader Mixed Emotional Displays on Follower Evaluations and Performance, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611 Robotic Leadership: A Systematic and Multilevel Framework, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612 A Comparison of Profiles of Self- and Other Ratings of Character Strengths, Griffin Hall, 3:00PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647 Leadership 2020s: Evolution or Revolution? More Best Practice or Radical Reinvention?, 402-403, 4:30PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713 Context Matters: Experiences From Building Leadership Programs in High-Stake Jobs, Lone Star Salon D, 8:00AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716 From Silver Bullets to Sound Science: Learning Agility in Theory and Practice, Lone Star Salon G, 8:00AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>764 The Rise of the Servant Leader, Lone Star Salon C, 10:00AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>867 R&amp;D Leadership in Pharma: The R&amp;D Leader of the Past, Present, and Future, Lone Star Salon C, 12:30PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>922 Effective Cybersecurity Leadership: The Key Role of Context and Importance of Agility, Lone Star Salon E, 1:30PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9100 Closing Plenary, JW Grand Salon 5, 4:30PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Issues/Employment Law**

| 5 Pay Equity Analysis: Hey, Labor Economist—Anything You Can Do I-O Can Do Better!, 408-409, 10:30AM |
| 219 2020 EEOC/OFCCP Practitioner Update: Things Old, New, Borrowed, or Blue, JW Grand Salon 6, 3:30PM |
| 441 A Tale of Two Pay Gaps: An All-Female Expert Pay Equity Panel, JW Grand Salon 5, 11:00AM |
| 963 From Black Boxes to Glass Boxes: Legal Defensibility of Machine Learning in Selection, JW Grand Salon 1, 3:00PM |

**Measurement/Statistical Techniques**

| 16 Life in the Fast Lane: Advances in Rapid Response Measurement, Lone Star Salon E, 10:30AM |
| 75 Lack of Focus on Construct Conceptualization Is Impeding Scientific Advancement, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 76 A Monte Carlo Simulation Comparing Three Approaches for Studying Predictive Test Bias, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 77 Probing Nonlinear Three-Way Interactions: Extending the Slope Difference Test, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 79 Tomayto, Tomato? Empirical Comparison and Integration of Job Crafting Perspectives, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 80 Improving the Interpretability of NLP Models on Written Responses to Assessments, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 81 Using Infrrequency Scales to Assess Careless Responding, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 82 Applying Advanced Embedding Techniques in I-O Research: Demonstrations Using Doc2Vec, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 83 Intersectionality in DIF: Perceptions of Sexual Harassment by Race and Gender, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 85 Will the Machines Save Us? Adapting Machine Learning for Personally Assessments, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 88 A Multyear Evaluation of Physical Ability Test Validity and Mean Group Differences, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 89 Crossing a River to Get Some Water? Revisiting Item Social Desirability Ratings, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 91 Latent State-Trait Theory, Analytic Models, and a Worked Example, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 98 Measuring Coordination: Using Network Psychometrics to Explore MTMM Team Data, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 99 The Development and Validation of a Self-Control Strategies Measure, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 100 An Unobtrusive Method of Testing Health-Related Hypotheses Using Facial Photographs, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 101 Examining the Two-Factor Job Satisfaction Model With Mixture Regression, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 102 Single-Item Measure of Job Satisfaction: A Test of Reliability and Stability, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 103 Measurement Invariance in Burnout: A Multicultural Study, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 104 A Simulation Study: Cluster Analysis in High Dimensional Space in Psychology Research, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 105 Curbing Curbstoning: Methods to Detect Survey Data Fabrication by Third Parties, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 107 Using Machine Learning to Classify Assessment Center Text Data, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 108 Using the Actor–Partner Interdependence Model With Leader–Follower Dyadic Data, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 109 Using Bifactor Models to Examine the Predictive Validity of Hierarchical Constructs, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM |
| 110 Machine Learning for I-O 2.0, Lone Star Salon E, 1:30PM |
| 111 Excel Can Do That Too? Six Fantastic Functions for I-Os, Lone Star Salon H, 2:00PM |
| 113 Teaching Big Data Methods in I-O Graduate Curriculum 3.0, JW Grand Salon 5, 4:30PM |
| 114 Friday Seminar 1: Python Programming for I-O Psychology: How to Start and How to Grow, 301-302, 8:00AM |
| 116 Text Analytics and NLP With R, JW Grand Salon 6, 8:00AM |
| 117 Making the Qualitative, Quantitative With Text Analytics, 408-409, 11:00AM |
| 118 Missing Data Analysis: Dealing With Missing Data in Applied Research, JW Grand Salon 1, 11:00AM |
| 119 Weight No More: Strategies for Estimating and Communicating Relative Weights, JW Grand Salon 1, 1:30PM |
| 120 SIOP Select: The Third SIOP Machine Learning Competition, Brazos, 3:00PM |
| 121 Big Data Systems With R, JW Grand Salon 6, 3:00PM |
| 122 Algorithmic Fairness: Theoretical, Applied, and Legal Considerations, Lone Star Salon C, 4:30PM |
| 123 Scale Development, Adaptation, and Other Measurement Issues in I-O Psychology, JW Grand Salon 5, 8:00AM |
| 124 Getting Started With Computational Modeling: Understanding What, When, Why, and How, Brazos, 10:00AM |
| 125 Are Machine Learning Algorithms a Hiring Panacea or Pandora's Box?, Lone Star Salon E, 11:30AM |
| 126 Creating a Glass Box: Interpretable Machine Learning Models, Lone Star Salon E, 12:30PM |
| 127 Assessing Within-Person Variability: Tools for Your Toolbox, Lone Star Salon C, 1:30PM |
| 128 Variable Selection Using Random Forest Importance Metrics: An Interactive Tutorial, JW Grand Salon 4, 3:00PM |

**Motivation/Rewards/Compensation**

| 12 Setting New Goals for Goal Research: Questioning Assumptions and New Directions, Lone Star Salon B, 10:30AM |
| 104 A Study on When and Why Psychological Contract Overfulfillment Is Not Appreciated, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM |
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105 A Qualitative Investigation of Flow at Work: Strategies, Activities, and Disruptions, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
106 Faking in Trait Measures of Motivation, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
107 Trait Motivation: A Meta-Analysis of Predictive Validity, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
108 A Latent Profile Analysis of PsyCap: Impressive Employees or Measurement Issues?, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
109 Fulfilling Their Purposes to Elicit Their Best, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
110 What Makes a Job a Good Job? A Meta-Analytic Investigation, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
111 So Can I!: How Capitalizing on Others’ Success Leads to Empowerment and Performance, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
112 A Daily Diary Examination of Work/Nonwork Need Fulfillment Spillover, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
113 Learned Helplessness: A Control Construct With Prediction Over Locus of Control, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
114 The Joy of Gratification: Short-Term Boost or Long-Term Success?, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
115 Ya Gotta Wanna: Shifting Motivational Priorities in the Self-Control Process, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
116 Can Your Passion Last? The Role of Job Crafting and Their Reciprocal Relationships, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
117 Friday Seminar 3: Conducting Pay Equity Analyses: The Essentials, 310-311, 8:00AM
176 Incentivizing Survey Scores: Do You Get What You Pay for or Something Unintended?, JW Grand Salon 2, 11:30AM

Occupational Health/Safety/Stress & Strain/Aging

2 Job Insecurity in Higher Education: The Struggle and the Road Forward, 201-202, 10:30AM
157 How Daily Workload Impacts Sleep Quality: The Mediating Role of Sleep Hygiene, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
158 A Framework for Assessing Data Analytics Readiness, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
159 Help or Hindrance? A Daily Diary Study on the Workaholism–Performance Relation, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
160 Development of the Person-Centered Support Scale for the Workplace, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
161 Do Brooding and Reflection Mediate the Effect of Self-Reflection Resilience Training?, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
162 Experience Affecting Safety Behaviors and Self-Efficacy, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
163 Examining the Implications of Work–Leisure Demand Congruence, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
164 Move Your Body, Change Your Mind: Physical Activity Before Work, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
165 Explaining the Inconsistent Workaholism–Job Satisfaction Relationship, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
166 Measurement Invariance of the Workplace Telepressure Measure Across Occupations, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
167 Transformational Leadership and Safety Performance: Testing a Felt Obligation Model, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
168 Examining O*NET General Work Activities as Predictors of Customer Sexual Harassment, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
169 Are Construction Workers in Pain at High Risk for Poor Sleep Due to Work Conditions?, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
170 How Does National Culture Relate to Workplace Safety Constructs?, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
171 Workload and Fatigue: Recovery, Accumulation, or Sensitization?, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
172 The Costs of Political Conversation at Work: An Experienced Sampling Study, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
173 Challenge Demands and Family Outcomes: The Moderating Effect of Conscientiousness, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
174 Long Commutes and Well-Being: Examining Nonlinear Relations, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
175 Effects of Stress on Burnout and Job Satisfaction Among U.S. Air Force RPA Operators, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
176 Testing the Stress Specificity Hypothesis in United States Air Force Imagery Analysts, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
177 Physical Consequences of Experienced Incivility: The Role of Perseverative Cognition, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
178 The Effects of Work–Family Conflict on Distress and Drinking to Cope, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
179 Insufficient Responding in Safety Surveys, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
180 Break Time Task Reminders, Psychological Detachment, and Performance Recovery, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
181 When Counterproductive Work Behavior Can Be Functional at Work, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
182 Incivility and Employee Silence: A Serial Mediation Model, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
183 Determining a Meaningful Return to Work After Burnout, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
184 Nurse Stress Prep: Training Redesign to Impact Longevity in Field, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
185 Unpacking Workplace Social Support Judgments: A Policy Capturing Experiment, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
186 Effects of Anticipatory Stress and Stress Forecasting on Well-Being Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
187 Acculturation Demands and Workplace Ostracism in Immigrant Workers, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
188 Workplace Communication: The Mediating Role of Burnout and Moderating Role of Gender, Griffin Hall, 1:30PM
189 Mindfulness at Work: Is It the Fad or the Future?, 203-204, 3:30PM
190 A Life of Leading: Emerging Trends in Age-Leadership Research, JW Grand Salon 1, 3:30PM
191 O*NET as a Secondary Occupational Data Source, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
192 Coping Styles and Burnout in American Nurses, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
193 Testing Predictors of Burnout in India and the US, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
194 Benefits of Weekend Recovery in the Context of Leadership and Well-Being, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
195 Trajectories of Daily Work-Break Relaxation Experiences Across the Workweek, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
196 Uh Oh! Experiencing Incivility at Work May Make You a Jerk on the Road, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
197 Hazard Exposure and Occupational Justice on ERI in High-Risk Occupations, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
198 Job Demands and Burnout: The Buffering Role of Relative Leader–Member Exchange, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
199 The Polysemous Quality of Mindfulness: Mapping the Field and Identifying Research Gaps, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
200 Uncertain, Yet Thriving: Need Uncertainty in Work Relationships and Worker Health, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
201 Personality and Well-Being: Testing an Integrative Model Across Retirement Status, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
202 Supervisor Ostracism and Emotional Labor: The Moderating Role of Harmony, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
203 Leadership Influence on Safety: Psychological Safety and Safety Climate as Mediators, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
204 What Are Worksite Wellness Programs and Are They Effective?, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
205 Unpacking the Burnout Phenomenon: Understanding Daily Influences on Burnout Over Time, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
206 Are Values Valuable? Individual Differences on the Effects of Economic Stress, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
207 Going Home Exhausted, Sleepless in Bed: The Power of Psychological Detachment, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
208 Perceived Work Environment Change With Age and Education, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
297 Multi-Item Subjective Age as a Better Predictor of Distal Work-Related Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
298 Resilience, Job Strain, and Well-Being of Working Cancer Survivors, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
299 Field Examination of Occupational Driver Behaviors and Commute Times in Oil and Gas, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
300 Effects of LMX and Interpersonal Justice on Emotional Exhaustion, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
301 Investigating the Momentary and Stable Predictors of Break Taking, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
302 A Meta-Analysis of Workplace Health Intervention Programs: The What, How, and Who, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
303 Job Insecurity in Post-Crisis Europe: The Role of Job Preservation Motivation, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
304 Workplace Incivility and Work–Family Conflict: Effects of Negative Rumination and Min, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
305 Leadership: A Buffer From Stress and Strain, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
306 The Development and Validation of a Workplace Nontask Ostracism Scale, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
307 Understanding Underemployment: Is It Better to Be Crafty or Stable?, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
308 Sleep Intervention’s Effects on Sleep Behavior Through a Social Mechanism, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
309 Does Your Work Kill Your Sleep? Use Machine Learning in Predicting Sleep Quality, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
310 The Immediate and Long-Term Implications of Inequality at Work on Well-Being, Griffin Hall, 4:30PM
311 Intersectionality and Stereotype Threat During Pregnancy, JW Foyer, 6:00PM
312 Managing Workplace Mental Health: Implications for Employees and Employers, 203-204, 10:00AM
313 Surviving and Thriving: Improving Residents’ Clinical Learning Environment, Brazos, 10:00AM
314 Addressing Job Insecurity Across the Globe: The Role of Resources, JW Grand Salon 4, 10:00AM
315 Level Up: Exploring Implementation Level in Intervention Research, JW Grand Salon 5, 10:00AM
316 Promoting a Culture of Reporting Health Concerns, 502-503, 11:00AM
317 Work Hard, Play Hard: Investigating Workaholism, Work–Leisure Conflict, and Stress, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
318 Perfectionism and Health: Longitudinal Mediation Effects of Drug Use, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
319 Positive Psychology and Safety Performance: A Longitudinal Model of PsyCap and PERMA, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
320 Recovery During Downtime: Are All Leisure Activities Equal, and for Everyone?, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
321 Why Is Work so Hard? Exploring the Roles of Work Stressors on Health and Well-Being, Brazos, 1:30PM
322 Hot Topics for the Future of Work: The Future (Age Diverse) Workforce, Lone Star Salon G, 1:30PM
323 The Many Faces of Work and Well-Being: Untangling Relations Between Work and Health, 502-503, 3:00PM
324 Got Stress? Leveraging I-O Psych to Transform Workplace Behavioral Health Approaches, JW Grand Salon 3, 8:00AM
325 From the Workplace to Well-Being: Exploring the Intersection Between Work and Health, JW Grand Salon 1, 10:00AM
326 What’s Stopping You? Organizational Constraints as a Major Work Stressor, 201-202, 12:30PM
327 Mistreatment in Healthcare Workers: Antecedents, Outcomes, and Interventions, JW Grand Salon 1, 1:30PM
328 Investigations Into Factors That Build Positive Safety Capacity, 502-503, 3:00PM

Organizational Culture/Climate
7 SIOP Select: How to Create a Culture of Psychological Safety, Brazos, 10:30AM
143 Four Stories of Real Culture Change, JW Grand Salon 2, 1:00PM
211 Bridging the Gap Between Organizations and Nontraditional Team Members, 408-409, 3:30PM
218 Culture Joins Strategy for Breakfast: Changing Culture to Align With a New Strategy, JW Grand Salon 5, 3:30PM
473 Effects of Harassment and Reporting Climate on Suicide Prevention, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
474 Psychological Safety, Ethical Leadership, and Perceived Combat Readiness in Soldiers, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
475 Climate Strength: Antecedents, Moderating Roles, and Boundary Conditions, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
476 Hospice Nurses Workplace Social Support, Compassion Fatigue, and Work–Family Balance, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
477 Effects of Climate and Core Self-Evaluation on Citizenship Behaviors, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
478 The Impact of Ethical Leadership Depends on Climate Strength, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
479 LPA to Examine Climates Protective Against Sexual Harassment in the Military, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
480 How to Induce Error Management Culture: Experimental Evidence From Newly Formed Teams, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
481 Inclusion as a Modulating Factor of Perceptions of the Reporting Climate, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
482 Using Actual Executive Values in Value Congruence Measurement, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
483 Positive Psychology and Safety Performance: A Longitudinal Model of PsyCap and PERMA, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
484 Work Hard, Play Hard: Investigating Workaholism, Work–Leisure Conflict, and Stress, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
485 Perfectionism and Health: Longitudinal Mediation Effects of Drug Use, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
486 Psychological Safety, Ethical Leadership, and Perceived Combat Readiness in Soldiers, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
487 Climate Strength: Antecedents, Moderating Roles, and Boundary Conditions, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
488 Recovery During Downtime: Are All Leisure Activities Equal, and for Everyone?, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM
489 Why Is Work so Hard? Exploring the Roles of Work Stressors on Health and Well-Being, Brazos, 1:30PM
524 Hot Topics for the Future of Work: The Future (Age Diverse) Workforce, Lone Star Salon G, 1:30PM
562 The Many Faces of Work and Well-Being: Untangling Relations Between Work and Health, 502-503, 3:00PM
705 Got Stress? Leveraging I-O Psych to Transform Workplace Behavioral Health Approaches, JW Grand Salon 3, 8:00AM
735 From the Workplace to Well-Being: Exploring the Intersection Between Work and Health, JW Grand Salon 1, 10:00AM
761 What’s Stopping You? Organizational Constraints as a Major Work Stressor, 201-202, 12:30PM
789 Mistreatment in Healthcare Workers: Antecedents, Outcomes, and Interventions, JW Grand Salon 1, 1:30PM
961 Investigations Into Factors That Build Positive Safety Capacity, 502-503, 3:00PM

Organizational Justice
68 The Role of Fairness Perceptions in Employee and Patient Health, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
69 Fair Decision Making: Supervisors’ Leader–Member Exchange and Accountability, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
70 Third Party’s Reactions to Witnessed Abusive Supervision: Voice From Guilt and Shame, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM

Organizational Performance/Change/Downsizing/OD
71 Impact of Merging Into a Comprehensive Healthcare Center on Employees and Patients, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
72 Making Sense of Change: A Regression Tree Approach to Contextual Predictors of AP, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
73 The Thesis I Wrote Last Night: Procrastination, Self-Regulation, Self-Efficacy, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
74 The Effect of Affective and Cognitive Reactions on Change Readiness Over Time, Griffin Hall, 11:30AM
137 Applying I-O to Healthcare: Opportunities for Research and Practice, 203-204, 1:00PM
266 Perspectives on Organizational Integration and Dis-Integration, JW Grand Salon 1, 4:30PM
332 Blueprint for Success: Designing the Customer Experience for Organizational Impact, JW Grand Salon 4, 8:00AM
Performance Appraisal/Feedback/Performance Management

191 Feedback on Fire! Hot New Ideas to Get People to Love Feedback as Much as We Do, 402-403, 2:00PM
328 Novel Approaches to Organizational Feedback, Brazos, 8:00AM
386 Performance Management Transformation: Lessons Learned and Next Steps, JW Grand Salon 3, 10:00AM
470 Can Cognitive Psychology and Neuroscience Answer Problems in Performance Management?, Lone Star Salon F, 12:30PM
522 Implementing Ongoing Feedback in Performance Management: Strategies and Outcomes, Lone Star Salon E, 1:30PM
624 Criterion-Related Validity of Feedback Orientation Ratings: A Multisource Examination, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
625 All Is Not Fair in the Appraisals of Performance: Appraisals, Justice, and Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
626 How Do You Stack Up? Improving 360 Reactions With Normative Feedback, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
627 The Effect of Informal Feedback Processes on CWB: Exploring Boundary Conditions, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
628 The Effect of Perceived Feedback-Seeking Motives on Feedback Givers' Effort, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
629 Frequency and Effects of Performance Appraisal Training in Applied Settings, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
630 Do We Practice What We Preach?: Adding Soft Skills to Leader Performance Evaluations, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
631 Computerized Continuous Feedback Undermines Performance, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
632 Stop Doing That!: A Positive Feedback Intervention for Young Workers, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
633 Learning From Negative Feedback: Testing Feedback Intervention Theory, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
767 Understanding Social and Contextual Factors in Performance Management, Lone Star Salon F, 10:00AM
803 Feedback That Propels Growth: Innovative 360 Applications for Personal Development, 203-204, 11:30AM
921 Leveraging Peer Networks to Transform Performance Feedback and Talent Development, Lone Star Salon D, 1:30PM

Personality

20 Personality Profiles at Work: Nature and Implications, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
21 Origins of Adult Nontask Work Behavior via Behavioral Genetic Methodology, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
22 Power @ Work: A Study of Supervisor–Employee Power Motive (In)congruence, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
23 Clarifying Personality Measurement in I-O: The Utility of Item Response Tree Models, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
24 Understanding Individual Differences of Perceptions of ISIS Utopia Messaging, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
25 Are Curmudgeon Personality Measures Resistant to Socially Desirable Responding?, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
26 Predicting Grades: Testing Broad Versus Narrow Personality Traits With a Bifactor Model, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
27 Contrastive Effects of Agentic and Communal Narcissism in the Workplace, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
28 Traitenedness as a Moderator of Trait Level Estimates and Job Performance, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
29 Social Courage Fosters Both Voice and Silence in the Workplace, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
30 Alexithymia Incrementally Predicts Contextual Performance Above the Five-Factor Model, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
31 Honesty-Humility Incrementally Predicts Contextual Performance Above the Five-Factor Model, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
32 Identifying Optimal Keys to Enhance Personality Scale Validity, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
33 Narcissism and Response Distortion in Personality Assessment, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
34 Intensity, Attention, or Arousal? Communion Striving Dimensions Predicting OCB and CWB, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
35 Understanding Nonstandard Workers, Their Characteristics, and Choices, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
36 Comparative Prediction of Work Criteria Using Latent Profiles of Personality, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
37 Personality Profiles and Organizational Health Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
38 Interested in the Dark Side? Relating Vocational Interests to Dark Personality, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
39 Professional Rejection Sensitivity Theory, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
40 When Does Personality Inhibit Idea Evaluation?, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
41 Core Self-Evaluations and Net Worth: Examining Mediating and Moderating Factors, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
42 The Narcissism Epidemic? A Cautionary Tale of "Generational" Differences, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
43 A New Approach to an Old Debate: Social Desirability in Personality Assessment, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
44 Can Playing Politics Be Good?: Role of Political Skill in Predicting Job Performance, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
45 Possible Dark Sides? Proactive Personality, and Coworker Envy, Helping, and Undermining, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
46 Personality and Motivational Job Features: Fit Beyond Demands, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
47 A Meta-Analysis of Perfectionism and Coping Styles: Implications for Work, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
48 Age and Gender Differences in Perfectionism: A Meta-Analysis, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
49 Intraindividual Relationships Between Personality, Affect, and Job Satisfaction, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
50 Big Five Personality Traits and Sleep-Wake Variables: A Meta-Analysis, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
51 Impact of Safety Content on Faking Behavior, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
204 Developments in Informant Reports of Personality and Deceptive Impression Management, Lone Star Salon C, 2:00PM
320 Occupational Complexity Moderates Conscientiousness' Relation to Performance, JW Foyer, 6:00PM
323 How Implicit Personality Research Can Contribute to I-O Psychology, 203-204, 8:00AM
436 Work Environment and Individual Characteristic Interaction Effects on Work Outcomes, Brazos, 11:00AM
564 Personality in the Workplace: How Much Does the Situation Matter?, JW Grand Salon 1, 3:00PM
715 Vocational Interests at Work: New Directions, Lone Star Salon F, 8:00AM
820 Strategic Directions in Forced-Choice Personality Testing, Lone Star Salon G, 11:30AM

Pro-social (e.g., humanitarian work psychology, corporate social responsibility, sustainable development)

65 Giving Away I-O Psychology: How to Volunteer Your Time and Talent, Lone Star Salon F, 11:30AM
147 Making Work Human: People Analytics in the Human–Digital Age, JW Grand Salon 6, 1:00PM
236 Nonprofits and Volunteers in Organizational Psychology: A Case for Consolidation, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>805 Dual Career Couples in Industrial-Organizational Psychology, 408-409, 11:30AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811 The Different Faces of Academia: Panel and Small Group Discussion, JW Grand Salon 4, 11:30AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>819 The Ins and Outs of I-O Internships: IGNITE and Panel Session Combo, Lone Star Salon F, 11:30AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>814 Going for the GRFP: How to Win an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, JW Grand Salon 4, 1:30PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816 If an I-O Researches in a Forest: Innovative Ways of Spreading I-O to the World, JW Grand Salon 6, 1:30PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Technology (e.g., gamification, social media, simulations)**

| 142 Humanistic Machines: Artificial Intelligence and Fairness in Employee Selection, JW Grand Salon 1, 1:00PM | |
| 152 Video Interviewing 2.0: Beyond Best Practices and Artificial Intelligence Implications, Lone Star Salon F, 1:00PM | |
| 195 Assessing Relationship Quality: Technology to Understand Interpersonal Interactions, JW Grand Salon 1, 2:00PM | |
| 208 I Have Text Data. What Do I Do Next? A Master Tutorial on NLP Basics, 201-202, 3:30PM | |
| 271 Virtual Reality and Assessment: Future Directions for Research and Practice, JW Grand Salon 6, 4:30PM | |
| 335 The Rise of the Machines: How Machine Learning Is Changing Organizations and Research, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 8:00AM | |
| 394 Trust and the Artificial Intelligence—Human Interface at Work, Lone Star Salon D, 10:00AM | |
| 449 Automation (In)Equality: The Future of Work: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, Lone Star Salon F, 11:00AM | |
| 480 An Empirical Investigation of Rideshare Driver Motivation and Work Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 489 Influencing the Influencer: A Proposed Model of Social Media Influencer Effectiveness, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 492 Classifying and Predicting Voluntary Turnover on Twitter With Machine Learning, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 497 Bringing Artificial Intelligence Into the Firm: Developing Sociotechnical Capital, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 500 Job Characteristics and Turker Motivation: Amazon Mechanical Turk Crowdsource Study, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 503 Procedural Justice Perceptions of Automated Resume Screening, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 504 Assessing the Accuracy and Validity of Facebook Ratings in the Selection Context, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 510 A Multilevel Analysis of Transformational Face-to-Face and Online Teaching, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 516 An Instrument for Measuring Electronic Performance Monitoring Practices, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 520 Development and Validation of the Digital Readiness Model, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 527 Revisiting Mobile Assessment: Demographics and Impact on the Assessment Process, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 533 Algorithmically Creating Progressive Matrices Items, Griffin Hall, 12:30PM | |
| 537 The Future of Talent Assessment: Evolution or Revolution?, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 1:30PM | |
| 541 Demonstrating Natural Language Processing Applications for Improving Job Analysis, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 3:00PM | |
| 547 Essential Data Science Toolkit for I-O: A Crash Course in Scientific Programming, Lone Star Salon F, 3:00PM | |
| 563 Friday Seminar 5: Interactive Data Visualization Apps With Shiny, 303-304, 3:00PM | |
| 567 Machine Teaching: The State of the Art and Science of Rating Unstructured Data, JW Grand Salon 3, 10:00AM | |
| 572 Exploring the Impact of Work Use Technology on Employee Performance and Well-Being, Lone Star Salon H, 11:30AM | |
| 576 Interactive Tools: Web-Based Applications in Organizational Research and Practice, Lone Star Salon A, 12:30PM | |
| 578 Internet of Things in the Workplace: Ethical and Practical Unknowns, 408-409, 1:30PM | |

**Testing/Assessment (e.g., selection methods, validation, predictors)**

| 03 Opportunities and Challenges in Using SJTs in Medical Education, 203-204, 10:30AM | |
| 05 Model Explainability: Content and Construct Validity for ML-Based Assessments, 201-202, 11:30AM | |
| 58 Asynchronous Video Interviews Today—Artificial Intelligence Analysis Tomorrow?, JW Grand Salon 1, 11:30AM | |
| 100 The Best and Worst of Situational Judgment Test Response Formats in Applied Settings, JW Grand Salon 5, 12:00PM | |
| 104 Losing Its Luster? Influence of AI Innovations (and Caveats) on Selection Consulting, 402-403, 1:00PM | |
| 117 Let's Put It in Stone: How Confident Are You in Your Technical Documentation?, 502-503, 1:00PM | |
| 119 Non-g-O-centric Models of Cognitive Abilities and Their Relevance to I-O Psychology, JW Grand Salon 3, 1:00PM | |
| 119 Is It Time to Reconsider the Ban on Using Demographic Variables in Selection?, JW Grand Salon 2, 2:00PM | |
| 215 Is It Time to Reconsider the Ban on Using Demographic Variables in Selection?, JW Grand Salon 2, 2:00PM | |
| 220 Translating Research on Specific Cognitive Abilities Into Opportunities for Practice, JW Grand Salon 4, 3:30PM | |
| 334 Synthetic Validity: An Authentic Solution to Applied Problems, Lone Star Salon A, 8:00AM | |
| 338 Friday Seminar 2: ML Powered Talent Assessments: Vision Practicalities and Techniques, 303-304, 8:00AM | |
| 338 SIOP’s Leading Edge Consortium: Highlights and Lessons From the 2019 LEC, Lone Star Salon C, 10:00AM | |
| 433 Innovative Cognitive Ability Assessment: Advancing Theory, Technology, and Measurement, Lone Star Salon F, 10:00AM | |
| 437 Modern Validity Arguments Meet Artificial Intelligence in Assessment, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 11:00AM | |
| 439 Modern Problems Require Modern Solutions: New Approaches to Personality Assessment, Lone Star Salon A, 11:00AM | |
| 442 To Equivalency and Beyond: New Discoveries in the Mobile Assessment Realm, JW Grand Salon 1, 12:30PM | |
| 442 Assessments in a Healthcare Setting: Challenges and Opportunities, JW Grand Salon 2, 12:30PM | |
| 447 The Blend of Art and Science: Creative Interviewing Approaches, JW Grand Salon 3, 12:30PM | |
| 450 Multiple Choices, One Common Theme: Careers in Occupational Testing, Lone Star Salon H, 12:30PM | |
| 456 Innovations in Item Generation and Automated Test Assembly Methods, Lone Star Salon C, 1:30PM | |
| 457 Messy Validation VI: What Would You Do If...?, Lone Star Salon H, 1:30PM | |
| 466 The Construct Validity of Computer-Assisted Text Analysis (CATA), Lone Star Salon G, 3:00PM | |
| 466 Advances in Situational Judgment Test Methods and Content, 203-204, 4:30PM | |
| 467 In the Trenches Part 2: Use of SJTs in High-Stakes, High-Volume Testing Programs, JW Grand Salon 3, 4:30PM | |
| 467 Critical Topics in the Application of AI/ML/DL to Personnel Selection, JW Grand Salon 6, 4:30PM | |
| 467 Balancing Rigor and Efficiency in Criterion-Related Validation, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM | |
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Exploring the Links Between Personality Profiles and Job Performance, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Hiring Safer Rideshare Drivers: The Influence of Mechanical Reasoning and Personality, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
A Tale of Two Transportability Processes: An Application of Complementary Approaches, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Predicting Performance for Jobs With High Automation: A Quantitative Review, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Can You Ever Be Too Smart to Be Successful? Linear and Nonlinear Effects of GMA, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Investigating Group Differences in Verbal and Nonverbal Social Intelligence, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Designing Selection Systems to Reduce Turnover, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
A Statistical Determination of the Dimensionality of Trust, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Role of Mental Abilities and Conscientiousness in Explaining College Grades, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Gender Effects in Structured Employment References: No Cause for Concern, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Examining the Feasibility of Alternative Approaches to Forced-Choice Item Information, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Examining the Impact of Forced-Choice Test Configurations on Test Results, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Faking and the Validity of Personality Tests: An Experimental Investigation, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
The Effect of Community Evaluators on the Selection of Entry-Level Police Officers, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Are Vocational Interests Susceptible to Faking?: An Employee Sample, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Encouraging the Use of Mechanical Data Combination: The Autonomy–Validity Dilemma, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Predicting Performance Using Information With Varying Validity: A Lens-Model Analysis, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Leveraging Faking: Using Trainees to Set Personality Cut Scores for Applicants, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Toward a Better Understanding of Less Structured Interviews: A Contrarian Review, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
How to Use Item Desirability Ratings for Constructing Forced-Choice Tests, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Use of SME Importance Ratings and Profiling in Selection Model Development, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Adaptation of Implicit Association Test for Measurement of Personality Trait, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Using Ensemble Machine Learning to Improve Assessment in Personnel Selection, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Individual Differences in Interview Design: Factors Affecting Question Choice, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
On the Continued Misinterpretation of Research Findings Regarding Stereotype Threat, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
The Testing Environment as an Explanation for UIT Device-Type Effects, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Subgroup Differences in Assessment Center Ratings: A Meta-Analysis of Moderators, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Man Versus Machine: Does Machine Learning Improve the Validity of Empirical Keying?, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Does Faking Good Take Longer Than to Answer Honestly? It Depends on the Transparency, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Breaking Bad: How Does Negative Social Media Content Affect Applicant Evaluations?, Griffin Hall, 5:00PM
Novel Approaches for Detecting and Preventing Applicant Faking, 201-202, 8:00AM
Navigating the Obstacle Course: A Practitioner’s Guide to Physical Ability Testing, 201-202, 11:30AM
Candidate-Centric Design to Drive Positive Business Outcomes: Examples From the Field, Lone Star Salon H, 12:30PM
How to Develop and Implement Unidimensional Computer Adaptive Tests, 402-403, 1:00PM
Appropriateness of Selection Testing Accommodations, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 1:30PM
Game-Based Assessments: Fad or Sound Psychometric Assessments?, Lone Star Salon B, 3:00PM
Training
Integrating Other I-O Disciplines With Training Research: A Roundtable Discussion, JW Grand Salon 4, 2:00PM
A Meta-Analysis of Virtual Reality Training Programs for Social Skill Development, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Optimizing and Validating Training Technology Selection, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Measuring Teamwork Skills in a Virtual Environment for Intelligent Team Training, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Virtual Reality Preference Using a Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Are Class Quizzes Effective: A Meta-Analytic Synthesis, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Expanding Our Capacity to Respond to Natural Disasters Using Citizen Scientists, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Back to the Basics of Training Evaluation: Improving Patient Safety, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Training and Justice: Role of Felt Obligation and Trainer Just and Unjust Behaviors, Griffin Hall, 3:30PM
Post Present: The Key to Effective EDI Training, 408-409, 8:00AM
Real Examples of Worker Upskilling and Reskilling: Lessons Learned, 201-202, 12:30PM
Will It Work in Practice? Challenges for the Development of Training Programs, 408-409, 1:30PM
It’s Not You, It’s Me: Examining I-O Psychology’s Decline in Learning and Development, Brazos, 8:00AM
Impact Evaluation: From Employee Training to Leadership Development, JW Grand Salon 7-8, 12:30PM
Work and Family/Non-Work Life/Leisure
Genetic Influences on Work–Family Conflict: An Initial Examination, JW Foyer, 6:00PM
New Insights Into Day-Level Work–Nonwork Relationships, Lone Star Salon C, 8:00AM
The Paradox of Communication Technology in the Work–Family Interface, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
Work–Family Effects of Unethical Pro-Organizational Behavior, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
Reattachment to Work in the Morning and Day-Level Leader Outcomes, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
Family-Supportive Supervisory Behaviors and Perceived Benevolent Intent, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
Being Depleted, Down, Displaced: What Links Commute Incivility and Workplace Conflict?, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
Linking Boundary Management and Career Success: The Role of Work Goals and Exhaustion, Griffin Hall, 10:30AM
(String Fired Up for Research!) Fireside Chat: New Directions in Gender and Work–Life, Lone Star Salon A, 11:00AM
Work Life Support for 21st Century Families: Academic and Industry Perspectives, JW Grand Salon 4, 12:30PM
Where Do We Go From Here?: Creating a Research Agenda for LGBTQ+ and Work–Life, JW Grand Salon 4, 3:00PM
Determining if Family Support Is Detrimental to Women’s Career Advancement, Griffin Hall, 4:00PM
The Pursuit of Balance: A Forum to Advance Research on Work–Family Balance, JW Grand Salon 4, 4:30PM
Well-Being of Being Well Connected: How Off-Job Technology Use Hinders Welfare, 402-403, 8:30AM
Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology
What do YOU think?

Tell SIOP’s Roving Reporter!

Person on the street interviews will be happening during the conference so be on the lookout and ready to share!